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# Question Answer
1 [IMAGE]  Which Play School host is pictured?  [First OR last name accepted]

2
[IMAGE] In one of his less iconic roles, which actor played Zed in the 1974 John 
Boorman science fantasy film Zardoz ?

3
[IMAGE] Which six-letter word refers to a large tattoo, or collection of smaller 
tattoos, that covers most or all of a person's arm?

4
[IMAGE] Who is this  Australian saxophonist, television personality and radio 
presenter (b. 1955)?

5 [IMAGE] Which Australian critic, journalist, broadcaster and writer (1939-2019)?

6
[IMAGE] The titular star of Emily in Paris is the daughter of which veteran English 
singer and musician?  [BOTH names required]

7 [IMAGE] Which politician is depicted in this caricature?

8 [IMAGE] Which former NRL club sometimes wore this jersey?

9
[IMAGE] Which Olympic event is this depicted in this 5th century BC artwork?  It is still 
contested today, though in a modified form.

10
[IMAGE] Which retired athlete, the winner of 13 Paralympic medals, is a presenter of 
the ABC TV program One Plus One ?

11 Anfield football stadium was home to which English club from 1884 to 1891?

12
The successes of which international organisation include settling the Swedish-Finnish 
dispute over the Åland Islands, preventing the outbreak of war between Greece and 
Bulgaria, and helping to suppress white slave and opium traffic?

13
Which country has won three world cups, in three different sports, all of which 
required extra time in the final?

14
In motorsport, what word can precede 500, BMW, Continental, D or Ford, among 
many others?

15
What style of dance was originated in Cuba by composer and violinist Enrique Jorrin in 
the early 1950's, its rhythm developed from the danzón-mambo?

16 Which 2021 Jane Campion film has received 12 Academy Award nominations?

17 At an auction, what is a minimum price that a seller is willing to accept?

18
To fulfill part of their religious duty or mitzvah, a mainstream Jew should affix a 
mezuzah to which part of his/her house?

19
'You Give Love a Bad Name' and 'Livin' on a Prayer' were 1980s hits for which rock 
band?

20 Which substance gives leaves their green colour?

21 What was the given name of the father of British socialite Ghislaine Maxwell? 

22
Upon his retirement from GE in 2001, who received a severance payment of $417 
million, the largest such payment in business history?

23
Welsh mathematician Robert Recorde (c. 1512-88) is credited with the invention of 
which mathematical symbol?

24
Which visual art technique involves assembling different forms (often text, 
photographs, ribbons or paint) into a new whole?

25
Sports can be classified into four categories: non-contact, limited contact, contact, 
and which other?

26
Which singer (b. 1957) has released albums including 'Cuts Both Ways', 'Into the 
Light', and 'Miss Little Havana'?
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27
The US alternative rock group They Might Be Giants took their name from a 1971 
Hollywood film of that name which was, in turn, taken from the text of which literary 
masterpiece?

28
Which building sits on a triangular block formed by Fifth Avenue, Broadway, and East 
22nd Street in New York City?

29
Premiering in 1987, which long-running US TV soap opera centres upon the Forrester 
family and their haute couture business?

30 Roy Hobbs, Ivan Drago and 'Fast' Eddie Felson are members of which Hall of Fame?

31 What is the maximum number of covalent bonds that one carbon atom can form?

32
Now with about 10 million speakers (5 million native), which semitic language is the 
only truly successful example of a dead language that has been revived?

33
In economic theory, which type of goods make up a 
larger proportion of consumption as income rises?  Such goods must be both scarce 
and highly priced, with ownership usually accompanied by prestige.

34 The theme song for which 1997 James Bond film was sung by Sheryl Crow?

35 Which sport featured in the 1996 documentary film 'When We Were Kings'?

36
Which object comes in a wide variety of shapes, including billiard, pot, prince, falcon, 
calabash, Czech bulldog, churchwarden, vest pocket and MacArthur?

37
The Portuguese gaita transmontana, the Breton biniou, the Romanian cimpoi and the 
Great Highland are varieties of which musical instrument?

38 Which annual 938-mile race from Anchorage to Nome, Alaska commenced in 1973?

39 How many former Australian Prime Ministers are still alive?

40
Whose 1913 model of the atom was the first to limit orbiting electrons to a series of 
orbits with discrete, rather than arbitrary, radii?

41 Bathsheba was the wife of King David, and the mother of which Biblical king?

42 What word can mean hue, flush, distort, or influence?

43 By area, what is Australia's largest territory?

44 Though often given in kilograms, weight is correctly expressed in which SI unit?

45
Which American subscription streaming service, launched in 2007, is currently owned  
 by The Walt Disney Company and NBC Universal?

46 The Tree of Knowledge is located in which central Queensland town?

47 When referring to health and safety, what three words does PPE stand for?

48 Moronic is an anagram of which letter of the Greek alphabet?

49 What is the only Australian state that has never had a female Premier?

50 The maker's symbol most commonly appears on which playing card?

51
A signature sandwich including peanut butter, banana, and sometimes bacon or 
honey, is named for which individual?

52
What six-letter word links an online dating app, to act or speak awkwardly, and 
retired cricketer turned commentator David Lloyd?

53
Which Australian culinary icon was named in honour of the Scottish-
Australian chemist, medical teacher, and politician John Macadam?
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54
What TWO names are shared by two men, one an Australian classical guitarist (b. 
1941) and the other (b. 1932) a decorated US composer? [Both required]

55
How many European powers are represented in the standard version of the board 
game Diplomacy?

56 Which actor has portrayed both Muhammad Ali and Richard Williams in films?

57
What is the common name for the disease also known as Heine-Medin disease and 
infantile paralysis?

58 What is the only order of mammals capable of true flight?

59
What colourful name is shared by a county in southern California and a river in 
southern African?

60
Sheldon Riley will represent Australia in which international event, to be held in Turin 
in May 2022?

61 Who traditionally resides at 11 Downing Street, London?

62 Which actress portrayed Maria in the 1961 film adaptation of 'West Side Story'?

63
Which actor and comedian created and portrayed the schoolgirl TV character Ja'ime "I 
didn't ask to be born hot" King?

64 The Andaman and Nicobar islands are territories of which nation?

65 Which American siblings won the Wimbledon mixed doubles title in 1980?

66
Which NBA team has reached the championship series (i.e. grand final) six times, and 
won on every occasion?

67
Which South African took over the ICC ranking of the world's best Test cricket bowler 
in 2009, and held it for almost all of the next seven years?

68 What object does the slang term 'crotch rocket' most commonly refer to?

69 Which is the only extant AFL club that has never played in an AFL/VFL grand final?

70 What is the unit of measurement of the brightness of stars?

71
Which word in this sentence has been mis-spelt:  "He was excessively strict in his 
conduct and morality; puritanical, prudish and straight-laced"?

72
At odds of 100:1, which horse did Michelle Payne ride to victory in 2015 when she 
became the first female jockey to win the Melbourne Cup?

73 Which drink is known as ‘The wine of Islam’?

74

Robin Williams was nominated for three Best Actor Academy Awards between 1988 
and 1992, but came up empty-handed on each occasion. But he had better luck in his 
fourth and final nomination, winning the Best Supporting Actor Oscar for his role as 
Gus Van Sant in which 1997 film?

75
Beautiful Stranger (Madonna), American Woman (Lenny Kravitz), Soul Bossa Nova 
(Quincy Jones) and Work It Out (Beyonce) all appear in the soundtracks of which 
movie franchise?

76
For a period in 1913, Hitler, Trotsky, Tito, Freud and Stalin all lived in which European 
capital city?

77 A squab pie contains the meat of which bird?

78
Which newspaper now published across four continents was founded in 1991 with the 
intention of exists to offer homeless people, or individuals at risk of homelessness, the 
opportunity to earn a legitimate income?
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79
A hit for Nat King Cole, Ella Fitzgerald and Frank Sinatra among others is the 1936 
Irving Berlin song 'Let's Face the Music and… what '?

80
Dr Joseph Bell (1837 – 1911) a Scottish surgeon and lecturer at the  University of 
Edinburgh, is better known as an inspiration for which literary character?

81
Established in 1922, which international sporting trophy is named for the great-
grandfather of former US President George W. Bush?

82
Who is the only person to have been both Chairman of Gazprom and President of 
Russia (though not at the same time)?

83
The LA Rams won Super Bowl LVI in 2022. In which city was the franchise based for 
their previous triumph, Super Bowl XXXXIV in January 2000?

84
Which singer produced both an album and an autobiography titled 'The Godfather of 
Soul'?

85 A frond is the leaf of which plant?

86
Which English physician, physicist and natural philosopher published De Magnete in 
1600?  A unit of magnetomotive force (aka magnetic potential) is named in his honour.

87
Broadcast from 1987-1994, which journalist was the regular host of the TV show 
BackChat,  featuring audience letters about the ABC’s output?

88 What, by definition, can’t be made by mixing other colours together?

89 Lund, Malmo and Uppsala are cities located in which European country?

90 Arrakis (aka Rakis) is a fictional desert planet featured in which series of novels?

91 P̅ (pronounced p-bar) is the symbol for which sub-atomic particle?

92
According to Parkinson's Law, what expands so as to fill the time available for its 
completion?

93
Name any two of the four belligerents in the Battle of Navarino on 20 October 1827, 
part of the Greek War of Independence? And no, Greece wasn't one of them.

94
Which company acquired the Quality Street  confectionary brand when it bought 
Rowntree Mackintosh in 1988?

95

Physicist and astronomer Georges Lemaitre is credited with the idea of an expanding 
universe which became known as the Big Bang theory.  The implication is that the 
universe began from an initial point, to which he gave which two-word term?  [Either 
of two answers acceptable]

96 What is the more common name for the patella bone?

97
Which fictional character comes next in this list? Schnitzel von Krumm, Bitzer 
Maloney, Muffin McLay, Bottomley Potts, Hercules Morse, and …? [BOTH names 
required]

98 The Australian National University was established in which decade?
99 In the ACT, what links Baldwin, Big River and Underground?

100
Which Canberra suburb contains streets are named after Australian cities, such at 
[Mount] Isa Street and Townsville Street?
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